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We demonstrate wavefront sensorless aberration correction in a two-photon excited fluorescence microscope.
Using analysis of the image-formation process, we have developed an optimized correction scheme permit-
ting image-quality improvement with minimal additional exposure of the sample. We show that, as a result,
our correction process induces little photobleaching and significantly improves the quality of images of bio-
logical samples. In particular, increased visibility of small structures is demonstrated. Finally, we illustrate
the use of this technique on various fresh and fixed biological tissues. © 2009 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 110.1080, 010.7350, 180.2520, 180.6900, 180.4315, 170.3880.

Two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF) [1] is a
widely used technique to obtain 3D images of thick
biological specimens. One of its main advantages is
that the image quality is only weakly affected by
scattering up to a depth of several scattering lengths.
Nevertheless, images still degrade quickly with
depth, as tissues often induce excitation wavefront
aberrations that detrimentally affect the image in-
tensity and resolution, hence the use of an adaptive
element, such as a deformable mirror (DM), to cor-
rect for these aberrations.

Although a wavefront sensor can be used for mea-
suring aberrations at the focal spot [2], indirect mea-
surement also provides a robust way of assessing
them [3]. In sensorless schemes, the correction is op-
timized by applying a set of trial aberrations and
measuring an image-quality metric M for each of
them until sufficient information is obtained on the
initial aberration. The resulting additional sample
exposure critically depends on the efficiency with
which information is gained through the trial aberra-
tion sequence; practical implementation thus re-
quires a model-based, optimized choice of M and of
the modes describing the aberrations. This approach
has already proven successful in confocal [4] and
more recently structured illumination (SI) micros-
copy [5].

Here we demonstrate that the approach can be ex-
tended to 2PEF microscopy. To determine appropri-
ate parameters for correction, we used an approach
recently developed for SI microscopy. First we se-
lected a suitable metric M that reaches a maximum
in the absence of aberration, namely the mean image
intensity. We subsequently investigated the depen-
dence of M on the pupil plane aberrations. Assuming
that the sample spatial frequency content does not
vary strongly over the thickness of the focal volume,
it can be calculated that

M � M0 − �
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where �Xi� is a set of modes describing the aberra-
tions in the objective pupil plane, ai is the aberration
amplitude in mode i, and
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2� describes defocus [6]. As shown in [5],
avoiding crosstalk between the corrections of each
mode requires using an appropriate rotation of �Xi� to
define a new set �Yi� such that

�Yi,Yj� = �i�ij, �3�

where �i is the eigenvalue for mode Yi and �ij is the
Kronecker delta. We could thus use a quadratic maxi-
mization algorithm using 2N+1 measurements to
correct for N aberration modes and, contrary to pre-
vious schemes using random actuator combinations
[3], to ensure that no tip, tilt, or defocus was induced
during correction. The experimentally determined
�Yi� are plotted in Fig. 1(b) for a initial set �Xi� of 11
Zernike modes (z=5 to 15, indexing scheme detailed
in [7]).

We implemented our correction scheme on a home-
built 2PEF microscope incorporating a DM (Boston-
MicromachinesCorp., Multi-DM, 3.5-�m stroke), gal-
vanometer mirrors (GSI Lumonics), a photon-
counting photomultiplier tube (SensTech), and a 60
	, 1.2 NA water immersion objective (Olympus) [Fig.
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1(a)]. Excitation light overfilling the objective back
aperture was provided by a pulsed Ti:sapphire laser
(Spectra Physics) centered at 850 nm in all the ex-
periments. Mirror control, data acquisition, and real-
time image analysis were performed with LabView.
Mirror characterization was performed as described
elsewhere [8].

We first performed aberration correction on fresh
mouse intestine tissue expressing a cyan fluorescent
protein (CFP). Results for 11 corrected modes [shown
in Fig. 1(b)] are displayed in Fig. 2. Although imaging
was performed at shallow depths �0 to 80 �m�, cor-
rection increases the 2PEF signal by about 50%. To
test the efficiency of our algorithm, we performed
successive rounds of correction on the same sample,
each using 2N 
 1 measurements. As expected, the
quality of images did not improve for the second and
subsequent rounds, showing that optimum correction
was reached after a single iteration.

We then analyzed the influence of this correction
on the properties of images. Although the 2PEF sig-
nal increases globally, a change in the contrast of
small features is also observed owing to better trans-
mission of high spatial frequencies; for small total ab-
erration amplitude a, the peak intensity of pointlike
features varies as the squared Strehl ratio, hence as
1−2a2 [6], whereas the signal from a bulk sample
varies as 1−0.77a2 [as calculated from the eigen-
values �i; see Eq. (3)]. As an example, we imaged a
fresh mouse liver sample expressing an ubiquitous
CFP providing a homogenous background with addi-
tional endogenous fluorescence observed in pointlike
objects. The relative increase of these two signals af-
ter correction is plotted in Fig. 3(a), along with the to-
tal corrected aberration as a function of depth; con-
trary to the bulk fluorescence signal, the contrast of
pointlike objects is significantly increased (over 100%
increase for 0.9 rad total aberration).

It should also be noted that we can adapt the im-
aging parameters so as to limit sample illumination
and the time required for correction. Indeed, correc-

tion can be performed with a lower number of de-
tected photons, and we accordingly decreased both
the pixel dwell time (here by a factor �2.5) and the
number of pixels (by a factor �3), so that the imaging
time was 20-fold reduced [see inset in Fig. 3(b)].
Since 23 images were required here to correct for the
aberrations, the total sample illumination was only
about doubled, and as the correction algorithm itself
is much quicker on a standard computer than the im-
age acquisition, the time required for correction is es-
sentially of the order of the acquisition time of a
good-quality image. Here acquiring a corrected image
thus required the same time and total exposure as an
uncorrected image with a doubled acquisition time
[Fig. 3(b), respectively middle and bottom], which for
the deepest images provided the same intensity from
pointlike objects but a much higher bulk signal,
hence a lower visibility for small objects. This dem-
onstrates the benefit of correcting for aberrations in-
stead of increasing the excitation intensity or the
pixel dwell time.

Fig. 2. (a) Fresh mouse tissue before (left) and after one
(middle) and five (right) iterations of the correction algo-
rithm. (b) Image intensity and sharpness of the same
sample as a function of the number of iterations.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: � /2 �� /4�, half (quarter) wave
plates; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; M, flat mirrors.
Black solid lines, excitation path; dotted lines, emission
path; gray lines, DM characterization path. Dashed lines
show the conjugated Fourier planes. (b) Experimentally de-
termined aberration modes Yi used for correction.

Fig. 3. (a) Visibility improvement of small structures after
correction. (b) Corresponding image of a fresh mouse liver
sample 100 �m below the tissue surface before correction
(top), after correction (middle), and before correction with
an acquisition time twice longer (bottom). Inset, image of
the same sample used for correction (same scale and color
scale). Inverted contrast.
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Finally, by measuring the depth intensity profile of
the corrected images we could estimate the scatter-
ing mean-free path in the sample as �90 �m at
850 nm [9]. This shows that even at depth of 1.5 scat-
tering lengths, our method provides a robust aberra-
tion estimate that permits improvement of the image
quality.

We demonstrated the use of our setup for 3D imag-
ing on a fixed mouse embryo expressing green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP) in a group of epithelial cells
(Hex-GFP transgene) and with 4’,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI)-stained DNA. At our excitation
wavelength, both dyes could be excited, although the
DAPI signal was much weaker. Images obtained for a
plane containing GFP-stained cells and a 3D recon-
struction of the deepest 40 �m of the embryo (Media
1, low res; Media 2, high res) are displayed in Fig. 4;
each shows improved intensity and resolution after
correction. As shown in Fig. 4(c), aberration is mostly
significant in three Zernike modes [astigmatism (Z5,
Z6), coma (Z7, Z8) and first-order spherical �Z11�].
These values were obtained by converting the calcu-
lated correction from 2PEF modes [Fig. 1(b)] into
Zernike modes. Aberration amplitude variations are
strongly affected by the sample structure (see, for ex-
ample, the change in the coma curve when penetrat-
ing the embryo epithelium, at depths �20 �m and
�130 �m), showing that at least part of the mea-
sured aberrations originates from the sample.

Figure 4 also shows a strong variation with depth
of aberration, thus demonstrating the benefit of our
method, which provides an axial resolution equal to

the one of the imaging process itself. Similarly
though, it should be noted that throughout this Let-
ter, we calculated the optimal correction over the en-
tire acquired image, thus mitigating the local xy
variations of aberration. As a result, as soon as spa-
tial variations of aberration within the image existed,
the correction was not optimized on every point of the
image but rather was a mean over the image of local
aberrations weighted by the local signal intensity in
the absence of aberration. In most tissues, we found
by performing correction on several subimages that
this lateral variation was negligible, but in certain
cases (such as the mouse embryo, Fig. 4), further ac-
curacy would be gained by laterally adjusting the cor-
rection. This, however, could be done only at the ex-
pense of an increase in sample exposure, and benefit
of this more accurate correction should be evaluated
for the imaged sample. Similarly, depth sampling for
aberration measurement should be adjusted to the
scale of the aberration variations, as correction up-
date might not be necessary for each imaging plane.

In conclusion, we have introduced a new image-
based technique to correct for aberrations in a 2PEF
microscope and demonstrated its use for visualizing
typical biological dyes within live samples. We have
shown how this technique can provide a fast, reliable
estimate of the aberration in scattering samples with
a reduced number of measurements and thus limited
additional exposure. Together, these points indicate
that our scheme is well suited for biological imaging,
where photobleaching, phototoxicity, time resolution,
and scattering are limiting factors for most applica-
tions. In the future, this technique should prove help-
ful for imaging thick biological samples, e.g., in the
fields of neurobiology or embryology.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Depth-resolved correction on a
mouse embryo. The two images (left, before; right, after
correction) share the same color scale. Image size is �720
	640 pixels. Insets, correction phase applied. (b) (Media 1,
low res; Media 2, high res) 3D reconstruction of a 30	40
	40 �m3 region of the embryo. (c) Aberration amplitude in
Zernike modes as a function of depth. The objective correc-
tion collar was set so as to optimize image quality at a
depth of �50 �m in the sample.
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